
RECLAIMING COMMONS 

Both the expansion of soil life and the return of its commons are my hopes for an 

expanded bio mass for both the needs of human settlement and for the pumping capacity of 

Earth’s lungs. 

If we are tied in virtue to soil-bound laws of physics and biology, then intellectual property 

law subverts (or transcends) those laws.  Intellectual property owners have toll booths by 

routes to virtue.  That anti-social commerce reviews its peers and is reviewed by them.  

Students are educated into an heirarchical peerhood.  “Technology transferred” from the 

“knowledge economy” becomes respectable because of its price.  It becomes acceptable that 

price given must equate to value received in a competitive market.  The disseminators of 

knowledge become the priests of a newly lucrative seminary. 

It is a truism that education is the right of all and that inequalities in education lead to 

inequalities in the distribution of power and wealth.  But consider history.  Scholars have 

lived in poverty, while wealth and power have been attained, or maintained either by 

violence, or by the exercise of existing wealth.  Scholars need access to libraries and to the 

discourse of fellow scholars, but money beyond a loaf of bread and a small fire has been of 

little interest to them.  Knowledge is not Power.  But knowledge might be happiness. 

Consider this: scholars who have no connection to the commercial seminary have no means 

to a living.  Consider also: those with commercial ties to the education system can have no 

credence with true scholars.  True scholars must study without education.  Most are now 

amateurs with a day job (which could be in the commercial seminary).  To be educated is 

obviously a very different thing from the process of learning. 

“The materialization of consciousness is reflected in Western languages.  Schools operate by 

the slogan “Education!” while ordinary language asks what children “learn.”  The functional 

shift from verb to noun highlights the corresponding impoverishment of the social 

imagination.” 

That’s Ivan Illich again. 

Part of this common: Common Knowledge, can be reclaimed without violence.  There cannot 

be a corporate thought.  Moreover at the deepest level where all races and both sexes are the 

same, we have an inherited common knowledge of humane and inhumane behaviour.  

Other parts, such as ownership of genetic material face confrontation and probably violence, 

in which case we prudently pay our dues to Caesar (if we can), while bringing as much as we 

can into a popular commons of seed exchanges, seed banks and so on.  Fighting for common 

ownership of patents is the wrong fight.  Eroding the market for patents is the good.  Fighting 

for the right to education is the wrong fight.  Eroding the knowledge economy is the good.  It 

renews the connection (Ivan ilich) between soil and the good.  It ridicules the connection 

between knowledge and power and their connected means to the good. 

If virtue is re-connected to physics, then communities become responsive to changing 

environments.  Physics is conveyed through solitary senses.  Social response to changing 

environments comes citizen by citizen, then citizen to citizen and then by the power of virtue.  

I think virtue travels by the medium of fashion.  Fashion, not knowledge is power.  Even 

though the manifestations of fashion are vulnerable to wealth and violence, they also thrive 



on the common.  Commons and fashions share similar vulnerabilities and similar powers.  I 

wonder if their evolutionary passage has been necessarily intimate? 

Peer reviewing of a convenient and sometimes lucrative consensus among the powerful has 

played out most graphically in recent times in the peer reviewing and educational approach 

to CO2.  Systems of Carbon trading have been devised within the seminary, so that those 

who produce most C02 or equivalent are given greatest allowances to do so.  In-place 

schemes for CO2 reduction are used (as we’ve seen) for marketing purposes. 

It is also evident in the removal of genetic material from the commons.  Instead of a scientific 

study of the intricacies of natural systems, so that arts can attempt to most efficiently replicate 

them (and settlements learn to settle amongst them), commerce has believed that science can 

manipulate organisms to its advantage.  Scepticism has been banished as unprogressive. 

However, if scepticism is banished, then science is also banished.   It has been replaced by 

commercial technology. 

Is this an opportunity to reclaim Science to the commons?  It will not be reviewed by 

commercial peers, but peer-sceptical review may be more common than we think. 

The Naked Emperor’s Fallacious Assumption:  this was the subject of my last, The Lost 

Coefficient of Time.  It is a classic example of the convenience (as Al Gore mentions) of 

established peers reviewing established peers. 

“If biomass is burned, the chemistry is more or less reversed, and the original energy and raw 

material (CO2 and water) are released.  There is then no net gain or loss of CO2, which is 

why biological fuels are considered to be “Carbon neutral.” 

Zero Carbon Britain 2030 

“LIHD biofuels are carbon negative [9] because net ecosystem sequestration of of 4.4 

tonnes/ha/y of carbon dioxide in soil and roots exceeds fossil carbon dioxide released during 

biofuel production, estimated at 0.32 tonnes/ha” 

ISIS Report 06/12/10, Biofuels Waste Energy to Produce 

Both the above are the wrong equations to consider.  The true equation is soil bio mass in 

Season 1 relative to soil bio mass in season 2.  Or we could measure leaf mass in 1 relative to 

2.  Trial and error tells me that both soil and leaf masses will be reduced in Season 2.  Of 

course, the leaf area presented for photo synthesis will also be smaller in Season 2.  What is 

missing from the equation is the coefficient of Time.  The LIHD Biofuels are carbon negative 

proposal borrows from an imaginary future (a parallel space).   

Well, that is my farmer’s explanation.  Neither I nor the quoted reports have a proper 

scepticism.   Mine, as a farmer’s (an artisan’s) analysis does not pretend to science, because it 

justifies my actions.  We must act in spite of scientific uncertainty and there is much in nature 

that always has been and always will be uncertain.  Artistic trial and error can discover 

methods which work in spite of uncertainty.  Science can say nothing of those methods. 

Zero Carbon Britain’s analysis is (I’m afraid) bonkers.  (most benign word I could find)  The 

ISIS explanation is insufficient.  How do we know that an excess of carbon in soil relative to 

that given off in combustion of a crop is not a necessary excess?  Carbon stored in soil and 

root mass may necessarily and always be greater than that (effectively) stored in leaf mass.  



I’ve noted the report (can’t lay my hands on it) which has found seven times the bio mass in 

soil as that in the plants and animals above.  Moreover everyone (I’d have thought) has been 

“educated” with the notion of food pyramids.  How many plants to feed the herbivore; how 

many herbivores to feed the carnivore.....  How much soil life to feed the plant?  We’ll leave 

aside the top-heavy carnivore Homo sapiens.  Implications for her diet are obvious. 

One note aside: the moral prescription often applied to the inefficiency of the carnivore is a 

sophistry.  The carnivore is perfectly efficient, so long as she occupies the diminished space of 

the height of the pyramid.  Teeming Home sapiens must also feed lower down, while also 

allowing room for other carnivorous species.  

Anyway, all gardeners know that if we remove a harvest and return nothing to the soil, then 

the subsequent season will produce a smaller crop with a smaller leaf area for photo synthesis. 

Ideas, cannot replace resources.  Science can not illuminate the truths of a par-blind condition.  

We must act in spite of the unpredictable and the obscure, which have always been with us 

and will always be so. 

 


